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Abstract  

In pre-stack depth migration processing f low, there is the 
important step of  v elocity  estimation. Migration v elocity  

Analy sis (MVA) is one of  most used method in the 

seismic industry . In this work we describe the MVA 

workf low that takes into account the dip of  lay ers to 
automatically  increase geologic inf ormation as a 

regularization procedure in inv ersion. We apply  the 

workf low in a real data set f rom Campos Basin detailing 

the shallow region. The experiment clearly  shows the 

importance of  interpretation team interacting during 
processing. Particularly  f or the studied area, MVA deliv ers 

v elocity  field consistent with geologic ev olution of  the site.  

 

Introduction 

Seismic workf low in oil industry  is composed of  three 

main phases: acquisition, processing and interpretation. 

Usually  those phases hav e sharp limits. In pre-stack 

depth migration processing f low, there is the important 
step of  v elocity  estimation. Migration v elocity  Analy sis 

(MVA) is one of  the most used method in seismic 

industry . The objectiv e of  MVA workf low (Figure 1) is the 

estimation of  a v elocity  f ield f or depth migration f or best 

imaging. 

Sometimes best imaging does not mean geologically  
f easible v elocity  model. This subject has been addres s ed 

by  some authors. Delprat-Janaud and Lailly  (1992) 

compute numerical uncertainties that approximate the 

phy sical uncertainties. They  limit the study  to Hilbertian 
model spaces and deriv e necessary  and suf f icient 

condition which y ields the desired result - the norm 

chosen in model space has to bind the Frechet deriv ativ e 

of  the f orward map. Clapp et al. (2002) use nonstationary  

operators that tend to spread inf ormation along structural 
dips of  lay ers in tomographic process. Costa et al. (2008)  

propose a ref lection-angle-based kind of  smoothness 

constraint as regularization in slope tomography . Santos 

et al. (2013) quantif y  the gradients dif f erences of  veloci t y  
and amplitude v olumes in a parameter called Geological 

Incoherence Index (GII). Luo et al. (2017) propose 

anisotropic dif f usion smoothing operators into the 

conjugate gradient algorithm to precondition tomography .  

We dev eloped and apply  the structure tensor based 

regularization in MVA process using a workf low that 

includes av ailable geological inf ormation. With an 
example of  Campos Basin dataset we show adv antages 

and limitation of  this process. 

 

Method 

The objectiv e of  the Migration Velocity  Analy sis (MVA) 

workf low (Figure 1) is the estimation of  a v elocity  field f or  

depth migration f or best imaging. In seismic ref lection a 

point in underground may  be sampled by  dif f erent shot 
gathers. Af ter migration, if  we use the correct v elocity  

f ield, the image point may  be located at the same position 

(x, y , z). The dif f erence of  ev ent positions may  be 

measured comparing common of f set gathers (COG) 

(Trier (1990) and Deregowski (1990)) or ev aluating 
common ref lection points (CRP) as published in Al-Yahy a 

(1989), Sy mes e Carazzone (1991) and Jin and 

Madariaga (1994). Ev ents at CRP gathers become f lat 

when we use correct v elocity  f ield or a kinematically  
equiv alent v elocity  f ield (Santos et al, 2013). 

A starting v elocity  f ield is used to migrate the seismic 

data. Af ter migration, step 2, the data is organized in 

CRP-gathers. The f latness of  the ev ents are used as a 

metric f or Stopping Criteria step. If  the ev ents are f lat, the 

v elocity  f ield is accepted (Y) and the process stops 
deliv ering the suitable v elocity  f ield f or imaging. 

Otherwise, if  the ev ents are not f lat (N) the process 

continues. 

 

Figure 1: MVA workf low 
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In the main stream of  the MVA process, in step 5, 

structure tensor (Fehmers and Christian, 2003) of  CRP-
gather are calculated. Picking makes use of  CRP-

amplitude gathers and CRP-gathers structure tensor 

(Silv a, 2019). In step 7, picking QC, av oids non f easible 

pickings. 

In step 8, ray s are traced in the current v elocity  field. Ray  

trajectories are used to build the sensitiv ity  matrix. In step  
9, Tomography , sensitiv ity  matrix and the misf it of  pick ed 

ev ents are used to calculate v elocity  perturbation 

employ ing a Gauss-Newton based algorithm. This 

perturbation is algebraically  added to current v elocity  f ield 
in step 11. Then, back to step 1, the workf low runs again 

until the stopping criteria is reached. 

The main branch of  the workf low does not assure an 

estimation of  a f easible v elocity  f ield, ev en in a 

conv ergent inv ersion process. In practice, the main 

branch makes use of  a simple objectiv e f unction )(m  

(equation 1). 

2

2
)()( mFdm   ,                           (1) 

In MVA d  is the depth of  the ev ent at of f set zero. The 

objectiv e f unction measures the misf it between the 

calculated depth in the migration process at each of f set, 

)(mF , and its depth at of f set zero. 

The iterativ e solution, so f ar, may  conv erge to an 

unf easible v elocity  f ield. This subject has already  been 

discussed and treated by  some authors (Delprat-Janaud 

and Lailly  (1992), Clapp et al. (2002), Costa et al. (2008), 

Santos et al. (2013) and Luo et al. (2017)).  

In this work, a parallel branch of  MVA workf low is 
perf ormed to regularize and guide the conv ergence to a 

solution more f easible geologically . This secondary  

branch (Figure 1) starts just af ter the Stopping Criteria 

step. CRP-gathers are stacked deliv ering a seismic 

v olume. Then, Structure tensor of  this v olume is 
calculated and the results are used to regularize the 

inv ersion in the Tomography  step.  

The structure tensor is perf ormed to calculate an operat or  

RD  to use f or regularization in objectiv e f unction: 

2

2

2

2
)()()( rRr mmDmFdm   .  ,    (2) 

where r weight the regularization and rm  is a 

ref erence model v ector. 

This parallel f low is paramount to estimate v elocity  f ield 

that f ollows lay ering and secondary  structures of  
underground. 

All the routines used in the described workf low, Figure 1, 

are proprietary  programs dev eloped in Petrobras. 

 

Application 

We apply  the described workf low, Figure 1, in a dataset 

surv ey ed in a sector of  Campos Basin. The data were 

prev iously  processed using post-stack time migration 

f low. As there are sea bottom cany ons in the surv ey ed 
area, the av ailable starting v elocity  f or MVA is not 

suitable. It was deriv ed f rom a NMO v elocity  cube, whos e 

the premises are corrupted by  the lateral v elocity  contrast 

at cany ons. Then, we needed to build another v elocity  

f ield. 

 

Figure 2: Starting v elocity  f ield built in V3O2 sy stem. 

 

According to Rosa (2010), Campos Basin v ertical v elocity 

gradient f or clastic section is 0,6 s -1. For the target area, 

the starting v elocity  just below sea bottom is unknown. 

For such shallow region, it depends on the sedimentation 
and erosiv e episodes. In the absence of  f easible 

inf ormation, we used 1500 m/s as the sediment v elocity  at 

the sea bottom. 

The starting v elocity  model is created with 1500 m/s f or 

the water column and a sea bottom concordant gradient 

of  0.6 s-1 – Figure 2. The model is created in V3O2 – a 
Petrobras proprietary  sy stem f or seismic interpretation, 

data integration and seismic inv ersion. In this procedure, 

we used a smooth v ersion of  sea bottom to av oid sharp 

marks in the initial v elocity  field and to simulate the ef f ec t  
of  erosion in the initial v elocity  f ield. Erosion exposes 

deeper sediments with higher v elocities. Using a smooth 

v ersion of  sea bottom to calculate v elocity  gradient and 

updating the model abov e actual sea bottom with water 

v elocity  (1500 m/s) simulates erosion ef f ect. Af ter this 
procedure, we create the f irst v elocity model – m0 - Figure 

2. 

Depth migration is perf ormed with narrow aperture, 2 Km, 

to resolv e shallow depths. Af ter migration with m0 model, 

we obtain the result of  Figure 3.  

The resulted migrated v olume and CRP (Figure 3) point 

to under-estimation of  the v elocity  f ield m0. So, in Step 4 
current v elocity  f ield was not accepted and inv ersion 

process continued. 

Structure tensor (step 5) is calculated ov er each CRP-

gather and, then, picking process starts (step 6). Picking 
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tracks ev ents on CRPs using the method described in 

Silv a (2019). Af ter picking, during QC step, complex 
curv es are av oided and the remaining ones are stored. 

Ov er the current v elocity  f ield, ray s are traced to build 

sensitiv ity  matrix employ ed in Tomography , step 9. In th is  

step, the misf it between each stored curv e and the 

expected behav ior, f lat ev ent in CRP, is used to com put e 
the f irst term of  equation 2. Also, parallel calculation of  

structure tensor is done ov er the migrated v olume to be 

used in regularization – second term right hand side of  

equation 2. In this application we employ  the current 
model as the ref erence one (mr). 

 

 

Figure 3:Top: Migrated section with m0 and; Bottom: 

Corresponding CRPs migrated with the starting v elocity  
f ield (Figure 2). 

 

The perturbation in v elocity  f ield in this f irst iteration 

shows structures of  underground, due to the employ ed 

regularization – equation 2. Lay ering of  thicker strata is 

imposed in the perturbed v elocity  model. The calculated 

incremental v elocity  shows mainly  positiv e v alues close to 
sea bottom that av erage 15 to 30 m/s. (Figure 4). Final ly ,  

it is remarkable that higher positiv e v alues are below and 

along the borders/shoulders of  cany ons ranging f rom 35 

to 50 m/s. 

 

 

Figure 4: Ov erlay  of  the perturbation of  v elocity  aft er  t he 

f irst iteration. 

Af ter the second iteration the pattern of  the v elocity  
structure perturbation resembles the one in the f irst 

iteration (Figure 4) in the shallow part, shallower than 

1000m. This pattern of  progressiv e increase of  v elocity  

f ield at each iteration means we underestimate sediment 

v elocity  at sea bottom. 

 

Results 

The MVA process conv erged to a model showing more 
complexities in the shallow part of  the v olume (Figure 5). 

Those complexities, once the v elocity  is well estimated, 

promotes better imaging at deeper depths. Bey ond 

imaging, the inv ersion process, as a phase in the seism ic  

processing macro-workf low, brings important inputs f or 
interpretation. 

 

 

Figure 5: Final v elocity  model f or the shallow region 
(shallower than 1000 m). 

The inv ersion sy stem show that the initial v elocity  is 

underestimated. Along the entire inv erted v olume, v elocity  

at sea bottom is higher than 1520 m/s. Sea bottom 

v elocities inside cany ons are ev en higher, which 

increases the v elocity  gradient f rom the water lay er to 
sediment pile and locally  reaching 1600 m/s. This 

characteristic brings inf ormation about cany on ev olution. 

Considering v elocities proportional to compaction of  

sediment pile and age, in this region, there was no recent 
f illing episode of  both cany ons. They  are just excav ating 

the sea bottom and exposing old and more compacted 

sediments. 

Geometry  of  shallow ev ents in migrated seismic data 

agrees with the inf ormation prov ided by  MVA process.  

The regularization using structure tensor – second term of  
right hand side of  equation 2 – calculate geologically  

f easible v elocity  field. 

 

Discussion 

The described process shows the inclusion of  geologic 

inf ormation in MVA. Geologic inf ormation about 
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compaction gradient is successf ully  used giv ing an initial 

v elocity  able to conv erge to reasonable solution. 

The absence of  inf ormation – the sediment v elocity  at sea 
bottom – is corrected during the tomographic process and 

it shows the robustness of  the inv ersion sy stem. The 

inv ersion process also brings geological v aluable 

inf ormation by  the v elocity  structure, indeed enhanced by  

using structure tensor guided regularization. 

We conf ine our analy sis along the shallow section of  the 
data v olume. We reach such good results because we do 

not ask to the data, more than it really  can bring. As the 

migration aperture is 2Km, we restricted conf idence in the 

results up to 1000 m. CRPs below that depth are not f lat.   

Despite estimated v elocity  f ield is brought in low spatial 

f requency , it is the f irst elastic property  to rev eal 
underground characteristics f or exploration and/or 

production purposes. The MVA process needs and 

deliv ers geologic inf ormation that claims interpreters 

interaction. Quantitativ e interpretation during processing. 

 

Conclusions 

Conv ergence is reached using geological knowledge of  

underground. It is better than the v elocity  field f rom PSTM 

processing f low because of  cany ons damaging v elocity  
semblance analy sis in time domain. 

Structure tensor is a v ery  important step to estimate 
geologically  f easible v elocity  field. 

Interpretation needs to start during MVA as it brings and 
receiv es v aluable inf ormation about subsurf ace reliable 

compressional v elocities. 

Particularly  f or this area, the cany ons show no recent 

episode of  sediment f illing. They  are still in an erosiv e 

phase. Geological knowledge and inv ersion process 

reach coherently  the same conclusion. 
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